Focusing on strategies for increasing student success in the community college, this monograph profiles winners of the National Council of Instructional Administrators (NCIA) exemplary program competition for 1994. First, background information on the competition is provided, indicating that it considers programs in three categories: Classroom/Curriculum, Faculty, and College-Wide strategies. Next, one-page descriptions are provided for the following winning programs: (1) an answer center for students at Utah's Salt Lake Community College, providing information regarding all student services at accessible locations and convenient times (winner, College-Wide); (2) a summer bridge developmental literacy program at Minnesota's North Hennepin Community College designed to increase the retention of at-risk students (honorable mention, College-Wide); (3) Project Fullstream at Texas' Collin County Community College, a center for growth and development for individuals with disabilities in an integrated college setting (co-winner, Classroom/Curriculum); (4) a government class at Texas' Navarro College which uses Nintendo interactive technology to simulate city government planning (co-winner, Classroom/Curriculum); and (5) faculty workshops at Kansas' Hutchinson Community College that provide faculty with opportunities to learn and practice new techniques for implementing changes in the classroom (winner, Faculty). Finally, an additional 29 successful strategies are briefly described. A position statement on promoting student success and the NCIA mission statement and membership forms are included. (TGI)
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Dear NCIA Member,

From the classrooms of the community colleges of the National Council of Instructional Administrators membership, we bring you these exemplary student success (instructional) programs nominated for 1994. This publication is a service of the NCIA in its commitment to promoting teaching and learning.

In November 1991 the American Association of Community (and Junior) Colleges Board of Directors adopted as an official policy statement the position paper "Promoting Student Success in the Community College" prepared by the NCIA in its process of examining national issues. Following this official recognition, the NCIA changed the thrust of its annual exemplary program award competition. Initially called "Exemplary Instructional Programs," after five years, the invitation was extended for entries in several categories of student success strategies. For 93-94 the categories "Faculty/Classroom Strategy," "Curriculum" and "Collegewide" were specified. This monograph summarizes these entries and presents in some detail the winners and runners up. We hope you find among these exemplary programs ideas which you and your institution find useful. We invite you to communicate directly with respective contact persons and pursue ideas of interest to you.

You are invited to share your innovative and exemplary programs with the membership of NCIA. A form enclosed with this monograph announces the competition for 1994-95 and provides guidelines for your entry. We look forward to hearing about your work addressed to promoting student success in the teaching and learning process. Plan today to prepare your entry. The deadline for submission is on the form.

Read and use the ideas in this monograph. They are presented here for you.

Sincerely,

Patricia A. Dyer, Ed.D.
President, NCIA
The Answer Center - a place where students are given the "straight scoop!"

The spirit of the center lies in its invitational, trusting, informal, free from "bureaucracy" setting. It is housed in the College Center, adjacent to the services it supports but in an open environment. There are no walls... just desks with computer access and friendly faces to answer questions. It is the first place a student stops to get information. It is a pleasure to be there both for the student and the staff and it is a place where students are given the "straight scoop"!

Initially, the Answer Center was intended to serve new and prospective students but in reality we are serving continuing students as well because they find the Answer Center inviting and easily accessible. When students are struggling, the Answer Center is a safe place where they can talk to their peers and learn about campus resources available to them.

The Answer Center is staffed by a full-time Specialist, part-time orientation leaders and peer advisors. The staff is responsible for conducting all new student orientations as well as being available at the Answer Center daily to answer students' questions. Students like to see a familiar face more than once during their initial time at the college. It also provides a wonderful forum in which to utilize the talents of peer assistants. Having the staff made up of students helps ease the tension a new student may be facing and lends itself nicely to the inviting nature of the Center.

Peer contact is a great way to introduce students to services that meet their needs but may be unknown to them: Career Advising, the Turning Point Program for Single Parents and Displaced Homemakers, the Disability Resource Center or Alcohol and Drug Education. Often times students have not contacted these departments through their own initiative. What begins as a "quick question" usually opens the door to the many services that SLCC has to offer.

The Answer Center has proved beneficial for the entire campus community. Students gain accurate information, a friendly connection to the College and an understanding of "next steps". Departmental advisors and faculty get to spend more time with students who have great needs and who have been "prepped" with the correct information, referrals, etc.

The success of the Answer Center can be measured both qualitatively and quantitatively. In terms of qualitative measures, the Answer Center was the recipient of the National Academic and Career Advising Association (NACADA) Certificate of Merit Award in 1993 for Outstanding Advising Program. And recently, the Answer Center was featured in the Noel-Levitz publication Recruitment and Retention in Higher Education for the role it plays in successful retention of students. The Answer Center also sees many students who seem to feel comfortable stopping back because they recognize a helpful, friendly face.

As far as quantitative measures are concerned, during the first year of the Answer Center's existence (November 1992-1993) the staff assisted 10,076 students. In addition, 5,414 students attended a First Step Orientation and 7,176 new students were contacted by phone during their first quarter to see how they were doing.

We feel strongly about the spirit and success of the Answer Center concept and recommend its adoption at other institutions. By connecting students to the campus as soon as they arrive and giving them a welcoming environment, we are helping them reach their dreams and educational goals.
Strategy Initiative: SUMMER BRIDGE: A DEVELOPMENTAL LITERACY PROGRAM
Submitted by: North Hennepin Community College
Dr. Fred Capshaw - Chief Executive Officer
Contact Person: Bridget Murphy and Mary Thompson (612) 424-0905

Shirley Brice Heath's recent work with urban youth suggests that traditionally underserved students have three central needs which must be met in order to achieve institutional success: the need for autonomy, belonging, and competency. While all colleges and universities can and must prepare to meet these needs, the community college is uniquely situated to reach students who may be alienated by the "ivory tower" image of many four-year public and private institutions. Heath identifies community colleges as potential "border zones" where students can maintain close contact with the home community while preparing themselves for occupations that bring a measure of economic stability and opportunities.

In its effort to serve as an effective border zone, North Hennepin Community College has put together a developmental literacy program designed to increase the retention of at-risk students. The Summer Bridge Program is a package of courses, activities, and support services offered for college preparation. The objectives are to create community, build basic skills, and foster self-reliance in traditionally underserved students.

Objectives are to create community, build basic skills, and foster self-reliance in traditionally underserved students.

"Summer Bridge helped me to open myself up to others, to take that chance. Also, I'm able to recognize my anxieties and know what steps to take to conquer them."

"The People I've met have really encouraged me to hang in there and not drop out of school."

"It made me realize how hard college would be, but it also gave me the basic skills I need as well as the confidence to know that I can handle it."

"Summer Bridge has helped me with the reality of what was to come this Fall. It has given me a head start in my classes, and support through a social group. I've not only learned, but I have grown."

The data from the first two years of the program are promising, and the student feedback overwhelmingly positive; however, we are continuously looking for ways to improve the program in the curricular and extra-curricular areas, and in the services provided by the college. We view Summer Bridge as a dynamic program, and are looking forward to planning and participating in the next session!
Approximately four years ago Collin County Community College (CCCC) began working collaboratively with Plano Independent School District (PISD), McKinney Independent School District (MISD), Region 10 Education Service Center, Collin County Special Education Cooperative, Collin County Mental Health/Mental Retardation and Texas Rehabilitation Commission to provide educational opportunities for 18 to 21-year-old students with disabilities.

For two years the institutions and agencies met to develop Project FULLSTREAM, a model for inclusive programming at the post-secondary level. FULLSTREAM'S vision is that CCCC become a center for growth and development for individuals with disabilities. The program was implemented in the Fall of 1992.

The program goals include improvement of basic academic skills, career development and targeted employment, acquisition of problem-solving skills, enhanced self-esteem, exploration of academic and recreational activities on the college campus, and establishment of a viable network within the college setting.

Students recommended to the program come from varied backgrounds with the majority spending their high school years in self-contained classes for students with mental retardation, autism, and emotional disturbance.

The FULLSTREAM students participate fully in an integrated college setting allowing them to experience learning activities with students who are not disabled. Each student of the program has an individualized daily and weekly schedule, which reflects his/her personal choices and needs. Students take one to three courses a semester and are assisted in the registration process by the program facilitator and an assigned college advisor. Class selections to date include developmental education, health, physical education and dance, human development, sociology, art, and music.

FULLSTREAM students are supported in the classroom by a student mentor whose role is to facilitate student learning and promote positive peer relationships. The student mentor also helps the professor and the program facilitator. Information about the program, along with personal contact by the facilitator, aids in developing a working relationship with professors. Modification of class work, taping of texts, adapting textbooks, providing supplemental material and assisting students with course and laboratory work outside of class are among ongoing activities performed by the facilitator.

All of the agencies involved in planning are also involved in the implementation of the program. The school districts which recommend students to the program are responsible for the students' tuition, books and transportation fees. The vocational adjustment teacher from each district continues to serve appropriate students. The college provides the office, academic advisor, student mentors, and administrative support.

The success of Project FULLSTREAM can be seen in the involvement and effort of the transdisciplinary team that collaborates to plan and implement the school-to-work transition process, meet project goals and foster academic success for students with disabilities.

Survey data from students, faculty, parents, and student mentors collected over three semesters indicate that the FULLSTREAM program has made a positive impact on the lives of all concerned. Survey responses reflect an increase in positive interactions between all parties as well as a significant increase in social awareness and abilities on the part of the students.

At the conclusion of the initial program year (1992-1993) six of the eleven students (55%) exited the program. Of those six, four (66%) are employed and two (33%) have returned to the college as independent students. Five (45%) of the original eleven students are continuing in the program during the 1993-1994 academic year. Thirteen students were selected to participate in the second year of the program. Continued program growth is expected as school districts identify additional students who can benefit from this school-to-work transition program.

Through an integrated setting, students have built natural support in their own community. Without the community college experience, including the daily interaction with people of their own age, many of the students would not have had the opportunity to develop successful skills that will assist them in all facets of their adult life.
y teenaged son's absorption in playing "Sim City" gave me the idea to use "Sim City" in my government class. I started playing "Sim City," making notes concerning the educational competencies the simulation could cover. I realized that I could divide my classes into teams (each functioning as a city government). Working together, students could understand that planning and running a simulated city has real-life applications. In order to be successful with the project, each team would have to understand the decision-making process; solve problems; and read and interpret charts, graphs, and polls. Further, they would have to learn about economic resources—budgets, tax rates, expenditures, economic development, and what happens when governments (people) borrow money. Within the simulation, students would also deal with environmental issues, learn cause and effect and how to plan for future events over which they have no control. Also, they would have to use both written and oral communication to achieve their goals.

After consulting with my dean, we agreed that Nintendo is not typical classroom technology, but the interactive learning opportunities it offers are worth the risk. We located six 13-inch monitors that were not being used, and we purchased six SNE systems and fifteen copies of the simulation. Our total investment was $1350 for five classes (194 students).

The students selected a landform, elected mayors and city officials, and learned how to use Nintendo. The third week they started having problems with their cities and within their groups on how decisions were to be made. During the fourth week, they asked for additional time to work on projects after class and in the evenings. We started two-hour work sessions three evenings a week. Students compared notes with students in other classes. Sometimes they sat on the floor in my office or rolled carts into empty classrooms or the faculty workroom. It was exciting to watch the cities flourish when good decisions were made by city officials, and it was insightful to see what havoc poor decisions could wreak. One student admonished his group loudly, "What do you expect? You're going to have high crime rates when there are no jobs." The group immediately voted to build an industrial base.

Students talked about traffic problems, air pollution, city planning, economic growth, employment issues, and public safety. They learned how their own local government works and they saw that the local process is a miniature of the system at other, more complex, levels.

And there were qualitative outcomes. By the end of the term, I found that attendance was up 41% over the previous term, and my 1 p.m. class had a 47.3% increase in attendance on Fridays. Attrition went from 15% the previous semester to 9%. Grades were slightly higher as a whole, even though there were more Fs since more people stayed in the class rather than dropping out. Student comments were mostly favorable, and their final written reports revealed the following remarks:

1. "I never paid much attention to maps and graphs or public opinion polls because I didn't understand what they meant— I do now."

The project had a personal impact on me. I experienced an excitement that I have not had for years. I relate better to students because I see they are learning and applying the experiences of the classroom to other aspects of their lives. I now lead challenging class discussions on real issues within the government. Instead of a lecturer, I have become a partner with my students in the learning process.
Faculty Strategy: Winner
Strategy/Initiative: ASSESSMENT, CONTINUOUS IMPROVEMENT AND STUDENT SUCCESS
Submitted by: Hutchinson Community College
Dr. Edward Berger - Chief Executive Officer
Contact Person: Wayne Morgan - (316) 665-3427

The quality movement is one area where ideas from business and industry have several immediate implications for education and especially student success. Employers are demanding that employees at all levels have skills in communication, thinking, cooperative work, problem solving, and decision making. In order to achieve student success it is incumbent upon educators to improve instruction directed to these skills. The techniques utilized by business and industry to bring about quality can be modified for classroom use.

Accreditation agencies demand that schools and colleges demonstrate that they are meeting stated goals, outcomes and objectives. It is expected that all parts of the institution be able to measure progress in meeting the mission and use that information to make continual improvement. Without bringing assessment into the classroom it will be difficult to demonstrate that students have successfully fulfilled the outcomes identified by the institution.

Research makes it clear that students learn best when they are actively engaged in the process of learning. Learning must be meaningful in order for students to process the information in a way which leads to long-term retention and application of learning. Thinking must be an explicit part of instruction.

In order to implement changes in classroom strategies it is necessary to provide faculty with opportunities to learn and practice new techniques. Rather than focus on a one-shot inservice activity, a cadre of faculty volunteers are introduced to tools, techniques and strategies which will improve student success in the classroom.

Participants meet at least five times per semester for workshops or seminars. Informal meetings among the group members are also encouraged. Each meeting is structured to include the following elements: demonstration of a new tool, technique, or strategy; discussion and/or brainstorming how to use the tool, technique, or strategy; discussion of the participants' classroom use of previously discussed tools, techniques and strategies; and discussion of how the tools, techniques and strategies attempted have affected students in the classroom.

Every participant agrees to attend all meetings and to try new tools, techniques and strategies in their classrooms. Throughout the semester the project director applies assessment techniques to the participants themselves in order to model the strategies, improve the quality of the program and increase the likelihood of success for the participants. Assessment toward success is the watchword with many of the ideas presented in the program. Participants apply the model in their classroom and then collect information which supplies feedback crucial for achieving success in classroom learning. A summative activity is required of each participant.

To implement changes in classroom strategies faculty volunteers are introduced to tools, techniques and strategies. "Assessment toward success is the watchword..."

This type of approach to implementing change for success is superior to the one-shot inservice in several ways. Tools, techniques and strategies are covered in depth so that faculty leave the sessions able to apply them to their classroom situations. The interactive nature of this approach encourages cooperation and integration across curricular areas. Beginning with a cadre of interested faculty builds a supportive network of individuals who can promote further change within the institution. Dedication to student success means reconceptualizing the classroom. In order for faculty to rise to the challenge of this reconceptualization they must have effective staff development and collegial, as well as administrative, support.

Multiply the influence of your innovative program by entering the NCIA 1994-1995 exemplary program competition.
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MORE GREAT STRATEGIES

THE FOLLOWING ARE OTHER SUCCESSFUL STRATEGIES THAT YOU MAY WANT TO ADAPT OR ADOPT. FOR MORE INFORMATION, PLEASE NOTIFY THE CONTACT PERSON.

American River College
STUDENT CATALYST PROGRAM: PEER ASSISTED LEARNING
Max McDonald, President (Interim)
Contact Person: Sharon McCuen
(916) 484-8306

Students who have successfully completed courses with traditionally high drop-out rates are selected as "Learning Assistants" to facilitate small-group study sessions for at-risk students.

Central Florida Community College
SLS 1101 COLLEGE ORIENTATION
Dr. William J. Campion, Chief Executive Officer
Contact Person: Pete Barbaie
(903) 237-2111

Better informed students are more successful students according to this orientation program which was recognized as the 1993 Florida Association of Community Colleges Student Development Commission's Exemplary Practice.

Colorado Mountain College
FAMILY ENGLISH LITERACY PROGRAM
Dr. Cynthia M. Heeien, Chief Executive Officer
Contact Person: Shirley Bowen
(303) 945-8681

Using field trips, activities, small and large group experiences and classroom instruction, this college provides Latino families with an introduction to life in America.

Copiah-Lincoln Community College
LABS, LABS, LABS, EVERYWHERE
Dr. Howell Garner, Chief Executive Officer
Contact Person: Dr. Phyllia H. Lanier
(601) 643-8375

Regardless of the instructional style, educators should strive to maximize the effectiveness of the style chosen, and this college has found that laboratory activities Broaden Skills, Boost Scores, and Bring Success.

Dona Ana Branch Community College
TUTORIAL SERVICES
James L. McLaughlin, Chief Executive Officer
Contact Person: Esther Weatherly
(505) 527-7632

Assessments in students' academic strengths and weaknesses and learning styles, and improvement in study skills are all addressed in this ABE program which serves over 3,000 immigrants annually.

Geneseo Community College
A TEAM APPROACH TO TEACHING COLLEGE REMEDIAL MATH COURSES
Dr. Stuart Steiner, Chief Executive Officer
Contact Person: Julie Jackson-Coe
(716) 343-0055

A Learning Specialist and math instructor team up to help students with learning disabilities and/or high math anxiety to successfully complete math remediation.

Gwinnstt Technical Institute
HORTBUCKS - SIMULATING REAL-LIFE WORKING CONDITIONS IN AN ACADEMIC ENVIRONMENT
Contact Person: Richard Ludwig
(404) 962-7580

Students in the horticulture program work in the college greenhouses and accumulate "Hortbucks" to be used toward their lab grade in horticulture classes. This activity encourages initiative and productivity as well as rewards students based on work completed versus time spent in lab.

Hocking College
QUEST FOR SUCCESS
Dr. John Light, Chief Executive Officer
Contact Person: Nenna Davis-Maurath
(614) 753-3591

This program is specifically designed to prepare students for entry into regularly scheduled Fall Quarter classes. The transitional program helps students "learn" what it means to attend college and to gain the needed skills and knowledge necessary to receive the most benefits from their college education.
Hutchinson Community College  
BRIDGES, NOT PIERS: MANDATORY CONFERENCES AND THE COMPOSITION STUDENT  
Dr. Edward Berger, Chief Executive Officer  
Contact Person: Trudy Zimmerman  
(800) 290-3501  
This program of mandatory student/instructor conferences positively impacts student's compositional skills such as organization, development, revision, and mechanics. Furthermore, it fosters improved student-teacher communication, expands teaching resources, and improves student attitudes toward writing and the composition course.

Indian River Community College  
THE BRIDGE PROGRAM  
Dr. Edwin R. Meeney, Chief Executive Officer  
Contact Person: Dr. Tom Deal  
(407) 462-4700  
This program targets at-risk students and uses a three-pronged approach incorporating applied course, two new technology courses, and classes which build reasoning, critical thinking, student, and time management skills. Students progress through the classes as teams to benefit from peer support, and teachers work together closely to track and encourage student progress.

Johnson County Community College  
INTERVENTION FOR ACADEMICALLY UNDERPREPARED STUDENTS  
Dr. Charles J. Carleen, Chief Executive Officer  
Contact Person: Dr. Edward Franklin  
(913) 469-8500  
This research project investigating the impact of mandatory counseling for underprepared students showed that such required counseling had significant positive effects on the academic success of underprepared students.

Monroe Community College  
WRITING ACROSS THE CURRICULUM  
Dr. Peter Spina, Chief Executive Officer  
Contact Person: Stasia Callan  
(716) 292-2000  
This program promotes the written language as one of the ways of teaching any course: art, chemistry, history, mathematics, physics, or any other discipline. Using formal and informal writing, students who complete thirty credits of writing-intensive course work with a 3.0 average receive a special designation on their transcript and diploma to enhance the degree and increase the student's options for both transfer and employment.

Monroe Community College  
NETWORKED LEARNING CENTER FOR STUDENT SUCCESS  
Dr. Peter A Spina, Chief Executive Officer  
Contact Person: Robert Teague  
(716) 292-2000  
This learning center is an effective blend of old-fashioned customer service with "cutting edge" technology. Students are provided open access to tutoring, training, high-tech computers, multimedia workstations, and a wide variety of resources all connected to a state-of-the-art network.

Moraine Valley Community College  
INTENSIVE ENGLISH LANGUAGE PROGRAM  
Dr. Vernon O. Crawley, Chief Executive Officer  
Contact Person: Phillip Bobich  
(708) 974-4300  
This program is a full-time, 20-hour per week intensive language development program allowing students to concentrate on speaking, reading, and writing the English language. In an English Language Lab, students have access to tutors or student aides to work one-on-one or in small groups; computer-assisted instruction; and audio/visual materials to help improve skill areas.

Northwestern Michigan College  
TRANSITION PLAN FOR RETURNING STUDENTS  
Dr. Timothy Quinn, Chief Executive Officer  
Contact Person: Marilyn Jaquish  
(616) 922-1378  
A Board mandate to change from a term system to a semester system prompted this college faculty and administration to develop intervention strategies for students already in college whose lifestyles would be changed drastically by the new calendar. Strategies included mandatory advising, financial aid seminars, and a child-care program for the first week of classes.

Oakland Community College, Orchard Ridge Campus  
PROJECT YES! (YOUTH EMPOWERMENT STRATEGIES)  
Dr. George Keith, Chief Executive Officer  
Contact Persons: Jamie Mason, Judy Leslie, and Christina Francis  
(810) 471-7569  
Project YES! is a unique and innovative program that serves to bridge the gap between alternative education programs and the community college. It is a project whose mission is to create an exemplary learning opportunity that would not otherwise be available in traditional educational channels. It promotes student success by means of a collaborative effort involving community and adult education coordinators and community college counselors and instructors.
Oldahoma City Community College
MEETING THE DIVERSE NEEDS OF STUDENTS IN BIOLOGICAL SCIENCE
Dr. Bobby D. Gaines - Chief Executive Officer
Contact Person: Anna Wilson
(405) 662-7508

The Science Center at this college provides the opportunity for students to use many types of resources which eliminate traditional barriers while assuring the quality and integrity of laboratory instruction. The Center provides students with supervised access to lab equipment, materials and resources 62 hours per week. The interaction of biology, chemistry, and physics in a common area provides exposure to the different disciplines and fosters appreciation for the interdependence of scientific disciplines.

Palm Beach Community College
DISTANCE LEARNING VIA INTERACTIVE VIDEO CLASSROOM
Dr. Eden M. Eiseey - Chief Executive Officer
Contact Person: Roger Rolison - Glades Campus
(407) 439-3801

This interactive video classroom resulted from a shared vision, many meetings, and a cooperative spirit between Palm Beach Community College, Palm Beach County Schools, and Southern Bell. Students at multiple sites take courses such as Introduction to Minorities, Jazz I, Photography, Speech, Introduction to Sociology, and Introduction to Social Sciences. Both students and faculty app'ed this use of technology.

Pellissippi State Technical Community College
COMPUTER CALCULUS: THE SCIENTIFIC LABORATORY APPROACH
Dr. Allen Edwards - Chief Executive Officer
Contact Person: Karla Foss
(615) 684-5400

Faculty at this institution have learned that the emphasis on simply learning techniques found in the traditional classroom is no longer enough preparation for students in the 21st century. Thus, they enhance the traditional calculus class with weekly labs which simulate the research process found in the workplace. As a result, faculty have seen students become empowered to take responsibility for their own learning.

Salt Lake Community College
EMPOWERED LEARNING TECHNIQUES FOR LIFE LONG LEARNING
Dr. Frank W. Budd - Chief Executive Officer
Contact Person: Lynnette M. Yerbury
(801) 988-4823

Students in this accounting program learn "how to learn" as well as accounting. The learning method developed by this instructor allows the student to minimize the time and maximize the results of his or her efforts. When students experience success in class, program retention is a natural outcome.

Seminole Community College
CONNECTING WITH TECHNOLOGY
Dr. Eart Weldon - Chief Executive Officer
Contact Person: Dr. Beverly Boothe
(407) 323-1450

This college embarked upon a curriculum model for its high school adults by combining interactive, multimedia presentations into a competency-based program. This integration moved learning from a flat onedimensional realm into a multi-dimensional world.

Shelby State Community College
MUSIC FUNDAMENTALS IN THE MIDI LAB
Dr. Lawrence M. Cox
Contact Person: Michael E. Scott
(901) 544-5152

"Fundamentals of Music" is a pre-requisite for music majors at this college. The course emphasizes reading and writing music notation and uses a special MIDI lab equipped with computers, synthesizer, tone generator, and piano console. Using the lab, students learn the basics of notation and move on to exercises involving key signatures, intervals, chords and elementary dictation.

State Technical Institute at Memphis
STUDENTS AT WORK!
Dr. Charles M. Temple - Chief Executive Officer
Contact Person: Kim Collier
(901) 383-4495

Cooperative learning activities have been shown to be particularly effective in core courses where students often perceive no practical application of the material and are unsure of their abilities. This college reduced the number of students noncompleters by 50% in elementary and intermediate algebra by pairing students in study groups and allowing them to be actively involved in their own learning.

South Suburban College
STUDY SKILLS FOR MATHEMATICS: A VEHICLE FOR STUDENT SUCCESS
Dr. Richard Fonte - Chief Executive Officer
Contact Person: Diane Tesar
(708) 596-2000

This study skills module was the result of the collaborative efforts of twenty mathematics faculty members and four administrators at Governor's State University and South Suburban College. The module specifically provides unique suggestions on how to study mathematics. A student version of the module provides tips for students while the instructor version lists teaching tips alongside the student tips.
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A series of educational seminars held for four weeks at the beginning of each term was designed to provide students who were required to take developmental courses to prepare for college success and for the world of work. The seminars are a collaboration between Student Affairs and Instruction at the college.

Valencia Community College
THE BUDDY SYSTEM
Dr. Paul C. Gianini, Jr. - Chief Executive Officer
Contact Person: Dr. Randall H. Stovall
(407) 299-5000

The first night of class, students are asked to obtain the names and phone numbers of two other students (buddies) in class. They are then instructed to call their buddy before the second class—this can be purely social, but can also have study undertones. From then on, when a student is not in class, he/she should expect to receive three telephone calls: one from each of the buddies and a third from the instructor.

Ventura College
SMALL GROUP LEARNING IN PHYSICS
Dr. Jesus (Jess) Carron - Chief Executive Officer
Contact Person: Dr. Colin Terry
(805) 654-6376

This system of small group learning in a physics class proved to be very effective in developing the conceptual underpinnings of mechanics and led to better student performance on more traditional physics problems.

Yavapai College
NURSING CLINICAL PRECEPTORSHIP
Dr. Doreen Dally - Chief Executive Officer
Contact Person: Dr. Lynn Nugent
(602) 776-2247

This nursing faculty, in conjunction with local hospitals, adopted a curriculum change that paired each nursing student with a volunteer, experienced staff nurse for the final month of the nursing program. All didactic courses were accelerated and final exams were given before this experience so students could concentrate functioning more like a member of the hospital staff.

Yavapai College
TECHNOLOGICALLY ENHANCED TEACHING ENVIRONMENT
Dr. Doreen Dally - Chief Executive Officer
Contact Person: Dr. Terry Lovell
(602) 776-2154

This Introduction to Business Statistics instructor only had one thing to lose by adopting a technology-based text and placing his notes and overheads in read-only computer format: a 50% failure rate. He says, "My students are learning and liking it and the technology costs very little compared to writing off one-half or more of our students."
I. Student Success: A Definition

Student success has always been a dominant article of faith in the community college credo. Fundamental to that belief are strong commitments to student access, student retention, and student achievement. The ultimate aim is a quality collegiate education, one in which student success is closely linked with, dependent upon, and defined in terms of effective teaching resulting in meaningful learning.

"Student success" and the "successful student" may thus be defined as follows:

Learning is at the heart of student success. Successful students are successful learners who identify, commit to, and attain their education goals. They acquire and demonstrate the skills, knowledge, attitudes and self-direction needed to perform ethically and productively in society, to adapt to change, to appreciate diversity, and to make a reasoned commitment on issues of importance.

This definition of student success requires, for its achievement, a precise awareness on the part of a college of exactly who its students are and what steps to success it needs to provide—and a willingness continually to assess and improve those steps.

II. Student Success: Current Strategies

While each college must fashion its particular strategies to address the needs of its own students, there are general trends and ideas that characterize the student success efforts of all flagship community colleges. Basic to these fundamental strategies are guidelines set forth in two well-known documents: (1) the 1984 National Institute of Higher Education Report Involvement in Learning: Realizing the Potential of American Higher Education, and (2) the 1987 Faculty Inventory: 7 Principles for Good Practice in Undergraduate Education, published by Art Chickering and Zelda Gamson under the auspices of the American Association for Higher Education, the Education Commission of the States, and the Johnson Foundation. In the former, three "universal conditions of excellence" were identified:

1. Student involvement in the learning process;
2. High expectations by the institution;
3. Regular assessment and feedback for evaluative purposes.

In the latter, the "7 Principles" were as follows:

1. Encourage student-faculty contact.
2. Encourage cooperation among students.
3. Encourage active learning.
4. Give prompt feedback.
5. Emphasize time on task.
6. Communicate high expectations.
7. Respect diverse talents and ways of learning.

The suggestions below regarding student success incorporate the principles from these two sources, additional principles from other written sources, and the practices of outstanding community colleges across the nation—from the distinct perspective of student success as defined above.

Admission and Orientation Strategies for Student Success:

- Begin contact with students before they enter the college through outreach and articulation activities.
- Provide clear, supportive financial aid, admissions, and registration procedures.
- Provide basic skills assessment and resulting placement at appropriate levels.
- Provide a thorough college orientation program, one which includes emphases on basic study skills and learning to learn.
- Gather data each semester on each student that will permit tracking and assessment of student success.
- Provide an advisement system that is available to the student from admission to eventual graduation or transfer.

Classroom Strategies for Student Success:

- Encourage student-faculty contact.
- Encourage cooperation among students.
- Encourage active learning.
- Give prompt feedback.
- Emphasize time on task.
- Communicate high expectations.
- Respect diverse talents and ways of learning.
- Make full use of advanced technology for both classroom teaching and classroom management.
- Relate subject matter to students' experiences and interests.
- Emphasize understanding rather than coverage of course material.
- Share with students the desired learning outcomes for the course.
- Incorporate reading, writing, speaking, and critical thinking activities—regardless of subject matter.
- Demonstrate the interconnectedness of the individual course with courses in other disciplines and with general education.
• Focus on formative assessment rather than summative testing.

• Use classroom research strategies to monitor and improve teaching and learning.

• Relate subject matter to current issues—local, national, international.

Curriculum Strategies for Student Success:

A community college curriculum designed to assure student success will include the following characteristics:

• a well-developed, extensive remedial program;
• a core curriculum of general education courses;
• core curriculum requirements for graduation;
• writing, reading, speaking, and critical thinking emphases in every course;
• entry and exit competencies for individual courses; complementary entry and exit competencies for courses taken sequentially;
• strong international and multicultural components;
• an efficient, timely process for curriculum review and change.

Faculty Strategies for Student Success:

The best way to assure student success is to assure faculty success. Among the strategies whereby leading community colleges are assuring faculty success are the following:

• Hiring additional minority teachers to reflect the ethnic makeup of the student body and the community;
• Requiring demonstrated communications skills—reading, writing, speaking, and critical thinking—in all disciplines as a condition of hiring;
• Hiring only those strongly committed to student success;
• Reviewing closely in that regard the teaching applicant's portfolio—a portfolio including syllabi, tests, statement of teaching philosophy etc.—as well as the applicant's curriculum vitae;
• Maintaining an appropriate ratio between full-time and part-time faculty members;
• Providing an effective orientation program for all new faculty members;
• Structuring the college reward system to encourage and recognize outstanding teaching;
• Establishing a thorough, multifaceted faculty evaluation system for formative purposes;
• Providing incentives and varied and varied opportunities for faculty growth and development in the subject matter and in pedagogy, including such topics as use of technology, classroom research dealing with a multicultural classroom, and dealing effectively with different learning styles;
• Stressing "scholarship" and "research" in a way that links both pursuits closely to teaching and learning;
• Encouraging cross-disciplinary and team teaching.

College-wide Strategies for Student Success:

• Create and maintain a climate that encourages and rewards innovation, creativity, and risk-taking on the part of all.
• Foster a spirit of communication, coordination, and cooperation among all units of the college, but especially between student development and instruction in areas such as assessment, placement, advisement, and extra-curricular emphases.
• Develop a student tracking system that provides significant data for assessment and improvement. The system should provide data on career students, transfer students, and continuing education students.
• Work from a governance model in which all—including students—participate in determining directions and making decisions.
• Make sure that basic administrative matters such as organizational structure, planning processes, and budgetary allocation of resources—personnel, facilities, equipment—reflect the college's commitment to student success.
• Develop a purpose statement or statement of philosophy that is real, that is measurable, and that places student success in the center of the circle or at the top of the list of priorities.
• Maintain a strong mentoring and tutoring program for students.

The responsibility for tailoring these guidelines to a specific college and effectively implementing them rests with the leadership of the institution. In the process, any college serious about student success will discover additional essential strategies not mentioned here.

Afterword: Beyond the Campus

Professional organizations like AACC and its affiliate councils represented at the Student Success workshop can also play a vital role in the implementation of these strategies for student success:

• By highlighting successful activities in newsletters, periodicals, monographs, and other publications.
• By sponsoring forums, workshops, summer institutes, and teleconferences dealing with student success issues.
• By creating additional recognition and reward programs which highlight successful teaching and successful learning.

The National Council of Instructional Administrators, through such activities as its annual Exemplary Instructional Programs Awards and the 1990 Student Success Workshop, is already playing a prominent role. We pledge to redouble our efforts on behalf of student success; we invite the readers of this paper to join us.
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